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The Holy river Ganga is in flood. Ganga which is revered by millions of Hindus and is known 

as Ganges to the western world has swollen and its overflowing waters have reportedly affected 

2.2 million people of Bihar in the past few days and 22 people have been officially dead. Nor-

mally, as soon as a state faces major floods, the Chief Minister makes demands for flood relief 

from the centre ranging from several hundred crores to thousand crores of rupees. However, 

this time in a very interesting intervention, the Chief Minister has not asked for monetary 

compensation. 

The Chief Minister of Bihar, has brought the plight of the river Ganga to the forefront by say-

ing that he feels like crying watching the condition of the mighty river. Terming these floods as 

a man-made disaster, he has highlighted how human intervention has resulted in inviting the 

fury of the river. Despite Bihar getting 14% less rainfall than normal, there is a flood like situa-

tion in 12 out of 39 districts of Bihar. According to the Disaster Management Department Pat-

na, Vaishali, Buxar, Bhojpur, Saran, Begusarai, Samastipur, Lakhisarai, Khagaria, Munger, 

Bhagalpur, and Katihar districts are witnessing flood-like situation.   

Nitish Kumar, CM of Bihar has rightly pointed the role of the Farakka dam in drowning Bihar 

and has said that “the main reason for the floods in Ganga is the excessive deposition of silt in 

the river due to the construction of the Farakka barrage. We need to reevaluate the need of the 
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barrage”.  

In 1954 Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, India‟s first Prime Minister coined the term “Temples of Mod-

ern India” to describe large infrastructure projects and large dams constructed over rivers 

were also included in this description. During the first Five Year Plan, three large dams such as 

Bhakra-Nangal dam, Hirakud dam and Nagarjuna Sagar dam were constructed. However, 

soon thereafter looking at the devastation caused by the dams on the lives of the displaced 

people, Nehru had changed his views and in 1958 had talked about promoting small irrigation 

projects. Unfortunately, the Government of India continues to believe in mega structures like 

these dams. 

 Sixty two years after Nehru coined the term Temples of Modern India, and 58 years after he 

talked about promoting smaller dams, a Chief Minister for the first time has made a scientific 

argument against dams. So it is a very interesting moment for India.  

Scientific studies has shown that the dams have lost their efficacy because there is too much of 

siltation which reduces the carrying capacity of the dams. The siltation results in the river me-

andering and creating new loops to contain the water stopped from flowing by the dam. This 

results in new areas coming under water.  

Apart from the Resettlement and Rehabilitation problems caused by dams, there are plenty of 

problems for downstream victims of dams.  

Bhakra Nangal Dam                                                                  Image courtesy : Online media 
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Fisheries in large resorvoirs of dams are 2-3 times less productive as compared to riverine fisheries (Jackson and Marmulla, 

2000). 

Farmers in the pre-dam era used to practice cultivation based on their knowledge of flooding patterns of the river and raised 

crops that could benefit from the flooding. Unfortunately after construction of dams, the farmer know longer could predict 

the time and extent of flooding and their historical knowledge was wiped out in one stroke rendering them a massive dis-

advantage. There has never been systematic and large scale surveys to understand the complete impact of dams on the peo-

ple living downstream as it is not simply possible to undertake such a massive exercise. Accordingly our knowledge of the 

deleterious impact of dams is very less and the Government has never been able to take it into consideration for construct-

ing dams.  

Farmers knew that the floods carried silt which helped them in their agriculture. Unfortunately, with the construction of the 

dams, the silt got deposited in the dams and became the bane of the dams as their carrying capacity got reduced. With man 

waging a relentless war on forests resulting in all the forests in the catchment area of the rivers getting denuded, the rivers 

increasingly carry the top soil which is good for agriculture but also much more mud and pebbles and other sediments 

which are not suitable for agriculture and which result in filling up of the dams at a much faster rate than anyone would 

have ever imagined while planning the dams.  

Though the CM of Bihar has requested the Prime Minister of India to help remove the silt from the river induced by the 

Farakka Barrage - as the large scale deposition of sediments has raised the level of the river bed resulting in more flooding - 

unfortunately, simply dredging of river bed would not suffice. The forests bordering the rivers have to be mandatorily pro-

tected and regenerated. Planting native vegetation all along the river banks and cordoning off areas to allow regeneration of 

native vegetation will help. For this river floodplains as well as the adjoining areas have to be simply declared as No-Go are-

as for construction and development. These have to be maintained as natural flood plains and forests. The way encroach-

ments are removed from landslide prone areas, similarly, existing encroachments in the areas bordering the rivers need to 

be declared as belonging to the riverine ecosystem and protected by law.  

Dams, like Farakka, have outlived their utility and need to be urgently done away with and the river be allowed to flow, as it 

once used to, without any hindrance. Whereas the Bihar Chief Minister has taken the help of experts to make a pitch against 

the Farakka Dam and the Prime Minister is expected to get scientific opinion before deciding on the future course of action, 

the RJD leader Mr. Lalu Prasad Yadav‟s comment to the flood affected victims that they should feel fortunate that “Ganga 

maiya” (Mother Ganga) has come to their house has invited condemnation and succeeded in trivialising this issue.  

The river Ganga is indeed revered as mother and people believe taking bath in its waters absolves them of their sins. For 

centuries people have depended on the waters of this river for their religious rituals. So it is a dichotomy that successive 

Governments have lent their hand to throttle the river and reduce it to a trickle in many places. This is a first time when a 

demand to reverse these actions have come from the Head of a State.  

Unfortunately, during disasters the Governments are known to ask for constitution of expert committee to study the prob-

lem and by the time the report comes, the Prime Minister would have completely forgotten the issue and the report shelved 
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Tiger has captured our imagination since time immemorial. Its power, intelligence, regal looks and aura has been told and 

retold through many a stories, songs, myths, ballads and movies. The fate of the tiger has become intrinsically linked with 

humans, albeit in an inversely proportional manner. With the rise in human population, the forests have been cleared for 

man‟s need as well as greed. With the fall of the forests, the tiger first slowly retreated from many of its former range and 

then has started its fast spring towards extinction.  

Realising the need to protect the tiger, one day in the calendar has been declared as International Tiger Day. Just like valen-

tines day, fathers day, mothers day etc were supposed to be created by a company to sell more greeting cards, the Interna-

tional Tiger Day seems to be travelling in similar directions.  

Whereas a host of NGOs brag about the increase in tiger numbers using questionable statistics for bagging a few dollars 

more from their donors, the public at large believe that all is well with the tiger and join the game of celebrations.  

A cursory look at the number of tweets on International Tiger Day and their contents, one can find that anything and every-

thing is discussed starting from Wild Tiger rum, Tiger Beer, Tiger air, Detroit Tigers, an Unix security tool called Tiger as 

well as an emerging Bollywood hero called “Tiger Shroff” and many more.  

There are many brands that have tiger in their names than actual number of wild tigers. So despite celebrating International 

Tiger Day with all our tiger photos and videos, the fate of tiger doesn‟t change a bit. 

Celebrating the Tiger: 
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There are many species in the world, which doesn‟t adhere to our conventional sense of beauty and are not one of our fa-

vourites. It would be understandable to find difficulty in drumming up support for preserving species which fail to capture 

the imagination of people. However, tiger is not one of those least known species. Chances are there would not be a single 

child who doesn‟t know what a tiger looks like. Despite being a charismatic species, the tiger faces insurmountable odds in 

its survival.  

People throng to the few premier national parks where it is relatively easy to sight tigers as compared to other sanctuaries 

and national parks. In places like Ranthambhore, one of the tigress which was easily sighted was given the name of “Machli” 

and was highly photographed. Looking at the popularity, some tour operators even created and bestowed a life-time 

achievement award on the tigress Machli. Fortunately no one thought of hanging the medal on the neck of the tigress.  

The tigress Machli may at some time in her life would have wondered why she is being given live baits by the forest depart-

ment. Despite losing her canines and being failing eyesight, she survived for 19 years. A forest guard was even posted to keep 

watch on the whereabouts of the tiger. There were many sad faces when the news of the death of Machli flashed across 

newspapers. Looking at the many people talking about her and the whatsApp messages, an alien would have mistaken that 

as a strong intent for tiger conservation. Unfortunately, it is not.  

The prey base in the forests adjoining Ranthambhore is low as is the level of protection of the habitat. Anthropogenic dis-

turbances doesn‟t help a species like the tiger. Tigers have frequently wandered far away from Ranthambhore tiger reserve 

in search of a suitable territory. The Rajasthan Government is also known to have set up camera traps in Kuno-Palpur Wild-

life Sanctuary where the tigers from ranthambhore have been found to have travelled to disperse despite lack of contiguity 

and the long distance. In the past a male tiger was also known to have traversed through sugarcane fields and other cultivat-

ed land and reach Keoladeo Ghana National Park. There it had a steady supply of feral cattle to prey upon apart from the 

few Nilgais, Sambars and spotted deers. Unfortunately, before it could significantly reduce the feral cattle population of Ke-

oladeo Ghana it was captured and relocated to Sultanpur Tiger Reserve.  

Love and protection for one tiger doesn‟t translate to an entire species.  
 

We need to move beyond individual tigers to saving the tigers as a species. If we have to save the tigers, then we have to first 

save their habitat.  

Tigers cannot thrive in disturbed landscapes:  We have to ensure that there are sufficient inviolate spac-

es for tigers to breed and survive. We need to recreate contiguous forests to reconnect our tiger landscapes. This will ensure 

that tigers can freely move from one forest to another to establish their territory and replenish the habitat vacated by other 

tigers. We need to ensure that there is adequate protection for tigers and their prey in these landscapes.  

Penalties in Wildlife Crime: India for a long time had very low level of penalties associated with wildlife crime. 

If the draft WPA as is being discussed in the ministry is to be believed then this seems to be changing. If a person is caught 

selling meat of a species in Schedule I or part II of Schedule II then the punishment is imprisonment for a minimum of five 

years and it can go up to seven years. Along with imprisonment there will be a fine of at least one lakh rupees and in special 
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cases it can be extended upto 25 lakh rupees. The second or subsequent offence will lead to minimum 7 years imprisonment 

and upto fifty lakh rupees fine.  

Where the offence relates to the sale or purchase or transfer or offer for sale or 

trade of any animal specified in ScheduleI or partII of ScheduleII or the meat of such 

animal or animal article, trophy, or uncured trophy derived from such animal or any 

violation of ChapterVA, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than seven years and also 

with fine which shall not be less than fifteen lakh rupees.  

The increase in severity of the penalties can act as a deterrent if at all the perpetrators and the likely perpetrators get to 

know about it. Unfortunately, the dissemination of the provisions of the law is not wide enough. There is also the added 

challenge of low conviction rate in wildlife crimes as many cases fail in the prosecution stage due to lax collection of data 

and the loopholes are not plugged.  

Though the Government often talks about working to protect the tigers and wildlife, the rate at which our forests are sacri-

ficed for large projects, mines, dams, canals and other uses, it is hard to believe that the tigers can thrive in the wild for long. 

In fact, the National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) which is chaired by the Prime Minister has yet to have a single sitting under 

the current dispensation. Nevertheless, India‟s Environment Minister has urged foreigners to visit Indian forests to watch 

the tiger.  

We fervently hope that that the tiger has more survival skills to save itself before we get our actions together to make mean-

ingful interventions to save our wilderness and wildlife.  
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On International Tiger Day, India’s Env. & Forest minister urges tourists to visit India for 

Tiger Watching 

In an event to commemorate the International Tiger Day, India‟s new Minister for MoEF&CC Shri Anil Madhav Dave 

urged tourists to visit India for watching tigers. He expressed hope that India will double the tiger numbers. Unfortunately, 

he never talked about the systematic decimation of forests in the tiger landscape in the name of development.  

The Environment Minister said that the Tigers are spread out in over 17 States and 49 sanctuaries across the country. He 

stated that a healthy Tiger is a symbol of healthy environment. He said that people in India love the Tiger and are conserv-

ing it and that India has 2226 tigers which constitutes 70% of the population of the tiger world over. Unfortunately, the sci-

ence or the lack of it, in estimating tiger numbers in India as well as in the world has been much talked about earlier. Nev-

ertheless, people who want to tell us that all is well with the tiger ie the Government, NGOs who want to raise funds in the 

name of tiger, tour agents etc continue to talk about this number. Because of this the message that goes out is all is well 

with the tiger.  

The minister also said that “due to the ongoing conservation efforts under Project Tiger, India has the maximum number 

of tigers, along with its source areas, amongst the 13 Tiger Range Countries in the world. The status of wild tiger across 

Tiger Range Countries (TRCs) continues to remain endangered. Though there have been some gains in the population 

build-up in some TRCs like India, Nepal, Bhutan and Russia, the global scenario is a major cause for concern. Tigers have 

become locally extinct in some TRCs and the status of prey, as well as the habitat, has declined in many. The heads of Gov-

ernments of Tiger Range countries which inter alia includes India, have resolved to strive to double the number of wild 

tigers (T X 2) across their range by 2022 and adopted the St. Petersburg Resolution on Tiger Conservation, at St Peters-

burg, Russia, wherein July 29 was endorsed as Global Tiger Day”.  

There have been enough noise in the social media about the tiger day, but the tiger is oblivious to all this and is leading a 

precarious existence. Nevertheless, it is welcome that the Ministry along with its conservation partners want us to take a 

pledge for Tiger conservation. Following is the pledge:  

Pledge for Tiger conservation  

I recognize and value,  

That tiger is an umbrella species with charisma, and is the flagship indicator of a balanced ecosystem;  

That a balanced ecosystem is crucial for life support, while providing numerous ecological services to the society;  

Being aware that the status of wild tiger is highly endangered in its natural habitat across Tiger Range Countries with a 

declining global population;  

I hereby solemnly pledge:  

To protect the tiger and its wild habitat to ensure crucial ecological services for posterity;  

To contribute for fostering awareness for tiger conservation by factoring in its concern in areas where tiger is not the 

goal;  

Conservation News 
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Conservation News 

To work for a balance between tiger conservation and ecologically sustainable development towards harmonious co-

occurrence of human beings and the tiger;  

Commit to conserve our natural heritage while making all efforts for the future sustenance of wild tiger.  

We hope that the MoEF&CC takes this pledge seriously and doesn‟t act like a project clearing agency but focuses on its job 

of protecting India‟s wilderness areas and wildlife.  

 

 

Lion Translocation in Limbo 

It is interesting that after a long time the issue of lion translocation was discussed in the lok sabha. Jyotiraditya Schindia, 

the Member of Parliament from Guna, Madhya Pradesh raised a question and strongly pitched for relocation of lions to 

Kuno-Palpur sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9Ui5n0W-Cg 

In his question, Mr. Scindia mentioned that Gujarat has got 523 lions as per the survey and in the recent floods in Bhavna-

gar and amreli 10 lions have died. He said that if a contagious disease attacks the lions then at one go all these lions can be 

decimated forever. He reminded the house that the current PM of India had stopped the translocation of lions from Guja-

rat to Kuno-Palpur Sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh on the pretext of “Gujarat asmita” or Gujarati pride. However lions are 

not only the pride of Gujarat but also the pride of India, so the Hon‟ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi should relocat-

ed 40 lions to Kuno-Palpur. During his speech, Mr. Scindia also mentioned that sixty crores of rupees have already been 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9Ui5n0W-Cg
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Conservation News 

spent in relocating 24 villages from Kuno-Palpur sanctuary and with 50 animals/square foot there is a sufficient prey base 

for the lions.  

The Hon‟ble Supreme Court of India had in its judgment (http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-

newsletter-vol-5-issue-iv/) asked for relocation of lions. Unfortunately three years have passed but the Government 

hasn‟t ensured relocation of lions to Kuno-palpur in Madhya Pradesh to create a second home for lions. On 21st August, 

Shri Anil Madhav Dave, MoS for Environment, Forests & Climate Change said that Lions will be relocated from Gir to 

Kuno-Palpur but he failed to give any definitive date.  

The minister said that nearly 80% of the work on lion reintroduction to the Kuno-Palpur Sanctuary has been completed 

and the MoEF&CC is working on the reintroduction. He said “Two meetings have already been convened on the project. 

My aim is to translocate lions to MP and I am working on it. But I can‟t give any time frame. Without much hype or taking 

credit for it, you will see lions arriving in the state someday.”  

Unfortunately, all the work that the Minister is alluding to is done by the Madhya Pradesh Government. Neither the Guja-

rat Government has officially spoken that they will allow the lion translocation or the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi 

has made any statement about it. Since the virulent protest by the Gujarat Government against the lion translocation was 

with the tacit support of Mr. Narendra Modi, the then Chief Minister of Gujarat, there doesn‟t seem to be much hope for 

translocation of lions to Kuno-Palpur Sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh in the near future unless the Government is strongly 

directed by the Hon‟ble Supreme Court of India.  

For more on survival challenges of Indian Lion check here: http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-

newsletter-vol-2-issue-ii/  

 

 

Monsanto’s Audacity: 

Monsanto, the controversial seed manufacturing conglomerate peddling genetically modified seeds in India, has with-

drawn its application pending before Government of India to introduce its next version of BT Cotton seeds in India.  

Mahyco (Maharashtra Hybrid Seeds Co Ltd), Monsanto‟s local partner in India has objected to the Government of India‟s 

move to force seed companies to share their technology with the local seed companies and had written a letter seeking the 

unprecedented withdrawal of its application. It is to be noted that Monsanto had a monopoly on the Genetically modified 

(GM) seeds that it had introduced for cotton known as BT Cotton. It forced farmers to be totally dependent on Monsanto 

for seeds every year. The pricing of the seeds was decided by Monsanto and the farmers were totally at its mercy.  

http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-5-issue-iv/
http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-5-issue-iv/
http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-2-issue-ii/
http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/indiawilds-newsletter-vol-2-issue-ii/
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Monsanto was constantly at loggerheads with the Government regarding the pricing as well as sharing of technology with 

local companies. By withdrawing its application, Monsanto is trying to arm twist the Government of India. Monsanto 

spokesperson has said that the withdrawal of application is "an outcome of the uncertainty in the business and regulatory 

environment", but that the move had "no impact on our current cotton portfolio being sold in India". So it will clearly con-

tinue to sell the current BT Cotton seeds of which it sold 41 million packets and earned $97 million dollars last year. Mon-

santo said that it is likely to apply in future when the policies change. Clearly Monsanto expects that the Narendra Modi 

Government will bow and allow Monsanto to monopolise the farming and throttle the farmers of India.  

Some experts feel that Monsanto decided to withdraw its application because it was not making headway in the ministry. So 

it decided to withdraw and create a hype that the Modi Government is not business friendly and create a negative perception 

about the Government and then later re-apply.  

There have been many protests in the past against Genetically Modified crops as it has been scientifically proved that the 

genes escape into the wild and is not environmentally good. Recently Monsanto has also admitted that in Amreli, Bhavna-

gar, Junagarh and Rajkot districts of Gujarat, the pink bollworm pests have developed resistance to the BT Cotton. So Mon-

santo wants the farmers to shift to its next generation of seeds for which the insects haven‟t developed resistance and also it 

wants the farmers to plant non-BT Crop as refuges around the BT Crop so that the so called refuges would attract the in-

sects. This will also reduce the acreage under cultivation for cotton. This is what scientists have been predicting all along 

that the Genetically modified crops will result in developing resistance in the pests and then there will be nowhere to go. 

The GM crops are also bad for the farmers as they are in the clutches of the MNC companies and their restrictive policies. 

There are many farmers who are committing suicide in India. In this year‟s Union Budget the Government of India tried to 

make the budget farmer friendly as there are many State elections in the anvil and in 2019 the Lok Sabha elections will likely 

be heavily influenced by farmer and other pro-poor policies. If Monsanto has its ways, then other MNCs will also arm-twist 

Government of India.  

Will the Narendra Modi Government tolerate the audacity of Monsanto and bow before it? The last word on this is yet to be 

spoken.  
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IndiaWilds App for Android Mobile 

In India most of the internet penetration is happening through mobile phones. And the existing users who have access to 

desktops and laptops are becoming much more mobile then they used to be a few years ago. So to raise awareness and 

reach out to more people we need to adapt ourselves and make IndiaWilds easily accessed through a mobile phone using 

android OS. 

Today, I am pleased to announce that we have created a mobile phone app so that people can access IndiaWilds anytime, 

anywhere without being tied to a computer. No need to type. One can access at the click of a button. 

We have developed this app through Business Compass LLC a company based in Randolph, New Jersey, United States so 

that we create a good app. 

Awareness is the first step before a person can become a champion of wildlife. I hope this will help us in reaching out to 

more people to raise awareness and make a real impact on the conservation landscape. If you have an android device then 

please download the app from this link: 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.businesscompassllc.indiawilds 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.businesscompassllc.indiawilds
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.businesscompassllc.indiawilds
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Equipment Discussions -  

Canon Introduces EOS 5D Mark IV  

Photographers and Videographers have been waiting for the update to the highly successful Canon 5d III for years and now 

Canon has finally launched the EOS 5D Mark IV. Following are the salient features of this camera. 

Sensor: 30.4 MP CMOS 

 

Max resolution: 6720x4480 pixels. 

Media: one CF card and one SD Card. 

Processor: Digic 6+ 

Max Video Resolution : DCI 4K Video recording 

ISO: 100-32000, expandable to ISO 50-102400 

Continuous burst shooting : 7fps 

Autofocus: 61 point with 41 cross type points. It focuses at f8 at all the 61 points so one can use teleconverters and still 

get AF 
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Centre point sensitivity : -3EV. Expect better low light auto focusing 

Dual pixels AF was always expected as Canon has been using this as a big differentiator between itself and other brands for 

shooting video. 

The metering sensor is 150,000 pixel RGB+IR for accurate exposure control. The flickering lights would be better detected 

to control the variation in exposure over a series of shots. 

The LCD in the 5DMark IV is 3.2 inch with 1.62m dots and has Touchscreen capabilities like the 1DXII. So one can select the 

AF points by touching the screen or while shooting video one can smoothly rack focus from one point to another as if you 

are using a follow focus. 

Video: True DCI 4K at upto 30p. MJPEG compression at 500MB per second at 4:2:2 colour sampling and 8 bit. It was 

known that since 1DX II is 8 bits, the 5DMark IV files will also be 8 bits. The 4K is recorded from the centre of the sensor. So 

the crop is 1.74x. This higher crop factor will be a challenge when you are trying to capture wide angle situations. However 

for wildlife, events, sports etc this can be a help as your effective field of view gets longer. So your 400mm lens acts like a 

696mm lens. So a focal length challenged photographer can use the 4K video mode to record video and then screen grab 

shots from it. Similarly your 800mm lens acts like a massive 1392mm. 

In Full HD it is 4:2:0 colour sampling. So I prefer to shoot in 4K. However, the Full HD mode uses the entire full frame sen-
sor to shoot. 
  

Screen Grab: The 5DIV allows you to grab 8.8 MP screen grab while playing back your 4K video in camera. This may 

be a useful feature for people who don‟t want to get into the hassle of post-processing to do frame grabs for sharing or print-

ing. 

Interval shooting is available for your timelapse videos. 

Canon has introduced Dual Pixel Raw feature which can be used in the DPP 4.5 software that comes bundled with the cam-

era. This feature will help in improving the apparent sharpness and bokeh. It needs to be seen how useful it is in real-life 

shooting conditions. 

There is built-in GPS as well as NFC and Wi-Fi capabilities in the 5D Mark IV. 

Price: Canon EOS 5D Mark IV body: $3499 US dollars 

Canon 5D Mark IV with new 24-105 f4L II lens: $4599 US dollars 

To purchase click the below link: 

B&H Link: http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_EOS_5D_Mark_IV/Ntt/Canon%2BEOS%2B5D%2BMark%

2BIV/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_EOS_5D_Mark_IV/Ntt/Canon%2BEOS%2B5D%2BMark%2BIV/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_EOS_5D_Mark_IV/Ntt/Canon%2BEOS%2B5D%2BMark%2BIV/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
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Canon EF 16-35 mm f2.8 L III USM Lens 

Canon has announced the Version 3.0 of the ultawide angle EF 16-35 f2.8 L lens.  

This new lens has a large diameter GMO dual surface aspherical lens and ground aspherical lens element which helps in 

containing distortion and providing edge sharpness. It maintains the f2.8 aperture throughout the zoom range. It contains 

fluorine coating so that the fingerprint smudges are less of a problem.  

Chromatic aberration is reduced due to the inclusion of two Ultra Dispersion elements.  

This lens comes with a Subwavelength Coating (SWC) and an Air Sphere Coating (ASC) on lens elements which decreases 

flaring in against the light situations, reduces ghosting and maintains uniform light transmission through the zoom range.   

Canon‟s “Air Sphere Coating” is an anti-reflection technology that combines the existing vapor-deposited multi-layer coat-

ings with an ultra-low refractive index outermost layer, which comes in contact with air. ASC significantly reduces flare and 

ghosting that cannot be prevented with conventional vapor-deposited multi-layer coatings, improving anti-reflection perfor-

mance.  

Equipment Discussions - 
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The ultra-low refractive index outermost layer is a film that includes microscopic nano-sized air spheres arranged in regular 

structure. The resulting structural refractive index provides an ultra-low refractive index significantly lower than that of the 

existing vapor-deposited coatings. Although there is air inside the ultra-low refractive index layer, the air spheres have a 

diameter of 10 nm (nanometers), which are microscopic when comparing to the wavelength of visible light and as they are in 

an ordered array, light does not scatter. With the ultra-low refractive index layer, ASC achieves far lower reflectance and 

significantly reduces flare and ghosting that cannot be prevented with conventional vapor-deposited multi-layer coatings.  

                  
 
 
 
 

                 Anti-reflection effect comparison 

            (Left: ASC Right: Existing Multi-layer Coating) 
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The Subwavelength Structure Coating (SWC), applies a different anti-reflective principle. It uses a special process to arrange 

countless number of nano-scaled (200-400nm) pyramidal structures, which are smaller than the wave length of visible 

light, on the lens surface. Since there are no surface boundaries where refraction indices change significantly, making it pos-

sible to prevent the reflection of light by implementing gradual refractive index modifications between air and lens. SWC 

has excellent angle of incidence characteristics, exhibiting excellent anti-reflective effects even for light with particularly 

large angles of incidence, even better than ASC. As SWC can also applied to surfaces with significant curvature, it is now 

possible to reduce ghosting and flare that can occur around the periphery of even lens elements with a large curvature in 

wide angle lenses.  

    The nano-scaled pyramidal structures of SWC  

With these technologies we expect the new Canon 16-35 f2.8 L II USM lens to be a significant improvement over the previ-

ous version (review here: http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/canon-ef-16-35-f2-8-l-ii-usm-lens-review/ ).  

 

As opposed to the previous version, the new 16-35 f2.8 L III USM lens has got nine diaphragm blades which results in creat-

ing a nice bokeh. The aperture ranges from f2.8 to f22. The lens weighs 790 gms and is dust and weather resistant.  

Price: $2199 US Dollars 

Availability: October 2016 

Preorder: http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_16_35_f2_8_L_III_USM/Ntt/Canon%2B16-

35%2Bf2.8%2BL%2BIII%2BUSM/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12 

Equipment Discussions - 

http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/canon-ef-16-35-f2-8-l-ii-usm-lens-review/
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_16_35_f2_8_L_III_USM/Ntt/Canon%2B16-35%2Bf2.8%2BL%2BIII%2BUSM/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Canon_16_35_f2_8_L_III_USM/Ntt/Canon%2B16-35%2Bf2.8%2BL%2BIII%2BUSM/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
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Nikkon announces new fast AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f.1.4 E ED lens.  

This lens is a FX-format ie full frame compatible lens. Nikon claims that this lens uses the “three-dimensional high fidelity” 

concept and delivers superior resolution even in the edges of the frames producing smooth bokeh and excellent flair when 

light sources are flashed at it. The lens is also the world‟s first*1 autofocus lens with a 105mm focal length and f/1.4 aperture, 

further advancing the boundaries of imaging innovation. 

 

We were all used to lenses in the focal length of 100mm at 2.8 aperture. However, f1.4 would be pretty shallow and can be 

used to make unwanted backgrounds out-of-focus even in some interview situations. However, being a still lens, for video 

use one still needs to fiddle with the focus ring. Creating a smooth 300 deg rotation for focus would have been highly appre-

ciated in the video world. 

Due to the f1.4 aperture, I can visualise many applications in the low light in reporting as well as in creative portraiture.  

 

The NIKKOR AF-S 105mm f1.4 E ED lens uses three extra low dispersion glass elements which would help in minimising 

CA (Chromatic aberrations), rendering accurate colours and better sharpness. There is a Nano Crystal coating which will 

lower flare.  

 

The electro-magnetic diaphragm will give accurate aperture control as well as accurate exposure consistently across frames 

Equipment Discussions - 
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in a burst.  

This lens will use a 82mm filter thread.  

 

Availability: August 2016 

Price: $2196.95 USD according to B&H - http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/

Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/

KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12 

  

NIKON INDIA PRESS RELEASE 

 

Portraits in Smooth Perfection with the New AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED 

 

Fast, prime mid-telephoto lens delivering large, smooth and beautiful bokeh and edge-to-edge rendering 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

New Delhi: July 27, 2016 – Nikon India, the 100% subsidiary of Nikon Corporation Tokyo, leaders in imaging tech-

nology, today announced the new AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED, a fast, mid-telephoto fixed focal length lens which re-

sponds to the demands of professional and advanced amateur photographers pursuing their imaging creativity with a varie-

ty of photographic scenes. The lens is also the world‟s first*1 autofocus lens with a 105mm focal length and f/1.4 aperture, 

further advancing the boundaries of imaging innovation. 

 

The FX-format (full-frame) compatible AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED, which embodies the "three-dimensional high fi-

delity" design concept, effortlessly crafts impressive portraits and photos of still subjects that beautifully utilize the large and 

smooth bokeh characteristics. The lens also delivers superior resolution all the way to the edges of the frame for landscape 

shots, be it for day or night scenes, alongside an excellent reproduction of point light sources.  

 

Kazuo Ninomiya, Managing Director, Nikon India said, “We are delighted to launch the AF-S NIKKOR 105MM 

F/1.4E ED lens built on superior NIKKOR design technology. With today’s announcement, Nikon India aims at empower-

ing photographers with technologically advanced lens with a highly accurate diaphragm control for stable auto exposure, 

and various elements to reduce chromatic anomaly and flare effects. This lens will be a fascinating apparatus for a pho-

tographer’s creativity.” 

 

Explaining the technicalities of the lens, Sajjan Kumar, Senior Vice President – Corporate Sales and Strategy, 

Nikon India said, “The AF-S NIKKOR 105MM F/1.4E ED lens focal length has a combination of remarkable optical per-

formance and innovative design. This has enabled the creation of a significant shallow depth of field with the smoothest of 

bokeh. The AF-S NIKKOR 105MM F/1.4E ED lens is the world’s first*1 with a 105mm focal length and a maximum aper-

ture of f/1.4 and answers to the desire of a portraiture with soft, mesmerising bokeh effect. The gradual alteration from 

the focus position results in the creation of a natural reproduction of the subject’s depth.”  

 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
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AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED Primary Features 

* A natural beauty: The new autofocus lens with a focal length of 105mm*2 and a maximum aperture of f/1.4, mak-

ing the most of the impressive cropping of a scene and optimal compression effects, is developed based on the design con-

cept of “three-dimensional high fidelity". The concept constructs a natural 3D reproduction of three-dimensional subjects 

on the two-dimensional fields that are photos, as well as large and beautiful bokeh characteristic that provide smooth altera-

tion of bokeh as the distance from the focus position increases. These characteristics enable rendering with a natural sense 

of depth in portraits and images of still objects. 

 

* Perfecting the points that matter: Scenic and expressive landscapes are reproduced with superior resolu-

tion all the way to the edges of the frame, even at maximum aperture, for extremely sharp and clear rendering. The high re-

production capability of point light sources ensure the rendering of points and sharp points of light with very little distortion 

or bleed in night landscapes, resulting in sharply reproduced yet breath-taking captures. The bright viewfinder image 

achieved with this fast, prime lens that supports comfortable shooting is equally effective in handheld shooting for low-light 

scenes as well. 

* Inheriting the finest: The NIKKOR technology infused within the lens‟ design and build stems from three Extra-

low Dispersion lens elements that provide compensation for chromatic aberration. Nano Crystal Coat is utilized for effective 

reduction of ghost and flare, while the lens is also equipped with an electromagnetic aperture mechanism that enables stable 

auto exposure control, even with high-speed continuous shooting. Rounding up the innovation to effectively repel dust, wa-

ter, grease, and dirt is a highly durable fluorine coat applied to the extreme front and rear lens‟ surfaces. 

 

*1 Among 35mm-format compatible lenses as of 27 July 2016. Statement based on Nikon research 

*2 When attached to a DX-format digital SLR, the effective angle of view is equivalent to that of a 157.5 mm lens in 

FX/35mm (135) format 

 

Availability 

The AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED will be available in August 2016. 

Preorder Link: http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%

2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Nikon_105_f1_4_E_ED/Ntt/Nikon%2B105%2Bf1.4%2BE%2BED/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
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Canon EF 24-105 F4 L IS II USM lens 

Canon has announced a new updated version of the popular EF 24-105 f4 L IS USM lens (review http://

www.indiawilds.com/diary/canon-ef-24-105-f4-l-is-usm-lens-review/ ). The earlier lens was often bundled as a 

kit lens with the cameras and despite the loss of light transmission during zooming this lens was popular because of the 

unique focal length. Now that other manufacturers have also come out with a similar zoom lens it was widely expected that 

Canon will launch an updated version of the lens. 

The New Canon EF 24-105 F 4 L IS II USM lens has 17 elements bunched in 12 groups vis-à-vis 18 elements in 13 groups of 

the earlier lens. The new 24-105 f4 L II USM lens has 12 diaphragm blades for a smooth bokeh. The previous version of the 

lens had 8 diaphragm blades. The aperture range is from f4 to f22. 

 

According to Canon the new version has got noticeable improvement in peripheral brightness and it offers consistent light 

transmission, less ghosting and flare due to the new air sphere coatings. The front and back elements have got fluorine coat-

ings for help in cleaning the smudges easily. 

Equipment Discussions - 

http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/canon-ef-24-105-f4-l-is-usm-lens-review/
http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/canon-ef-24-105-f4-l-is-usm-lens-review/
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The new optical image stabilisation gives 4 stops of benefits and should be a big help for handheld shooting. 

There is a new zoom lock which prevents lens creep. The new lens is a bit heavier and weighs 795gms. 

Price: $1099 US Dollars 

Availability: October 2016 

To order click on the link below: http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/

product_1274709_REG_canon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is_html/Ntt/product%252F1274709-REG%

252Fcanon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is.html/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12 

 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/product_1274709_REG_canon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is_html/Ntt/product%252F1274709-REG%252Fcanon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is.html/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/product_1274709_REG_canon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is_html/Ntt/product%252F1274709-REG%252Fcanon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is.html/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/product_1274709_REG_canon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is_html/Ntt/product%252F1274709-REG%252Fcanon_ef_24_105mm_f_4l_is.html/N/0/kw/search/BI/19990/KBID/13252/DFF/d10-v1-t12
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Reshikhola and Sillory Gaon - The unexplored birding destinations    

 
Written by Swagata Sarkar - Photographed by Samrat Sarkar 
 

I was relishing a plateful of hot steamed momos along with a mug of creamy milk coffee sitting under a pine tree. The place 

was surrounded by lush green forests and in every nook and corner of the forest cover I could feel the presence of hundreds 

of colourful tiny creatures – singing, chirping and moving to and fro. An early morning cool breeze was desperately trying 

to nullify the effect of slowly raising temperature in the environment. 

Suddenly a pat on my back following my husband‟s whispering „come with me‟ made me follow him a few yards before I 

could discover a small flock of „Grey-sided Laughingthrush‟ inside a dense foliage.  

 

 

Sighting of this rare beauty was just the beginning of our two days wonderful birding trip to Sillory Gaon and Reshikhola at 

Kalimpong Sub-Division of Darjeeling district in West Bengal. These places are rapidly gaining popularity among birders 

and we did not miss the opportunity of visiting there when we could manage to add two more days to expand our weekend 

in the month of January, this year. 

    

Wilderness Updates - 

Grey-sided Laughingthrush           
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From New Jalpaiguri railway station we headed towards Sillory Gaon 

at around five o‟clock in the morning and the first halt was at “Silent 

Valley” way to Sillory Gaon. 

It was around 7.30 am. We were the first customer at a road side food 

stall where the mouthwatering momos were just prepared for us at the-

se very early hours in the morning. 

In our very short stop over at “Silent Valley” and “Sillory Gaon” not 

only explored the elusive „Grey-sided Laughingthrush‟, but some beau-

tiful birds like Himalayan Blue-tail, Blue-fronted Redstart, Blue-

winged Minla, White-browed Piculet, Black Redstart, Fire-tailed Sun-

bird, Rufous-gorgated flycatcher, Rufous Sibia, Rufous-breasted Ac-

centor, Grey-Wagtail, Rosy Pipit, Plain Mountain Finch etc.  

Blue-winged Minla   

Rufous-gorgeted Flycatcher  

Wilderness Updates - 
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                                                                       Fire-tailed Sunbird 

                                                                     Himalayan Bluetail (Female)  

Wilderness Updates - 
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       Rufous-breasted Accentor  

            Rufous Sibia  

Wilderness Updates - 
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A half-an-hour journey from „Silent Valley‟ took us to Sillory Gaon. This Himalayan hamlet, can boast of its rich avifaunal 

treasure. We could explore a plethora of birds there in a whole day birding trip. After the day long birding there we left for 

our next destination „Reshikhola‟ an hour journey from Sillory Gaon. The place situated beside the bank of „Reshi‟ river 

mesmerized us with its beautiful landscape. As we reached there after sunset, there was no scope of exploring the place that 

day.  

We booked our accommodation at „Reshi River Camp‟ for two nights. 

On reaching the camp we received a warm welcome with „Tea‟ and „Chiken pakoda‟. Dinner was served within eight o‟clock 

and we retired to bed for an early morning wake up. 

 

The next morning birding started with the sighting of Scarlet Minivets in flock just around the camp site. Then we decided 

to look for the Forktails around Reshi river. We had to get down about 100 feet to reach the river bed from the camp site. 

Our expectation fulfilled with the sighting of Brown Dipper, Slaty-backed Forktail, Little Forktail, Himalayan Kingfisher, 

White-capped water Redstart and just beside the river stream we explored an Wallcreeper on a rocky inclination.  

Little Forktail 

Wilderness Updates - 
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The next birding session started after a heavy breakfast and we planned to explore inside the forest covers especially for the 

„White-crested Laughingthrush‟. Inside the thick vegetation we spotted Whistler‟s Warbler, Yellow-bellied Fantail, White-

throated Fantail, Pied flycatcher-shrike, Slaty-bellied Tesia, Puff-throated Babbler, Crimson Sunbird, Grey-hooded War-

bler, Small Niltava, Little pied Flycatcher, Green-backed Tit, Black-throated Sunbird, Green Magpie, Asian barred Owlet 

etc.  

 

White-capped water 

Redstart   

 Whistler’s Warbler  

Wilderness Updates - 
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But our target species the White-crested Laughingthrush kept us running all the day in search of it whenever we heard their 

trademark call, but was able to catch some glimpses only. Lastly we could spot them clearly on our way back to the camp. A 

group of four to five birds with unmistakable long white crest and black mask were found hopping inside dense under-

growth.  

 

They were foraging on ground, were calling one another, bursting out every now and again, where everyone was trying to 

outshout the rest. We got ample opportunity to observe this typical behavior along with capturing some beautiful mo-

ments.  

 

The next morning we left „Reshikhola‟ wishing to comeback again to this paradise of Laughingthrushes. 

 

 

White-crested Laughing 

Thrush     

Wilderness Updates - 
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COUNTRY NOTEBOOK: M.Krishnan: 'The Great Black Woodpecker '  
The Sunday Statesman: 30-December-1962 (shared by Shri. Saktipada Panigrahi)  
 
 

The Great Black Woodpecker 

 

"IMAGINE a Woodpecker almost the size of a crow and blacker, with the jet black of its plumage and bill set off by brilliant 

blood-red on the head, a little white on the spread wings and white on the body above and below the base of the tail, and 

imagine, further, that the bird is as arresting in its behaviour as in its looks -- and you have the Malabar Great Black Wood-

pecker. 

 

It is a forest bird as most woodpeckers are, for without wood the birds cannot peck their living from bark and holes in the 

branches and boles. But while a good few of the tribe (the Golden-backed Woodpecker is a familiar example in the South 

India) frequent groves and orchards and even city gardens, the Great Black Woodpecker is a bird of the hill-jungles. In an 

Natural History - 

Great Black Woodpecker            Image Courtesy : Dr. Jitendra Katre 
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old book that I have on South India's avifauna, it says that this bird "inhabits evergreen forests, ascending the hills to 3000 

feet". I have seen it in markedly deciduous forests of the Western Ghats at that height and there it is most conspicuous in 

summer, when the trees are bare. 

The white on the lower back and abdomen, and the white "band" in the wing are displayed only in flight; when the bird is on 

a tree trunk it looks all black in a top-view or side-view, and it is rarely one gets a frontal view of a woodpecker on a tree. 

However, the blazing vermilion of the top of its head (the male has more red on the head than the female) and its big black 

body is striking, even from a distance. But for its outsize black looks, it behaves very like others of its tribe, perching on the 

boles of trees at an angle of 45 degrees with the stiff tip of its wedge-shaped tail pressed against the bark to give it stance 

stability, and ascending the tree trunk jerkily (usually in a spiral) and flying from tree to tree with alternations of swift whir-

ring wing beats and a swinging bound through the air with closed wings. It drums, like many other woodpeckers, on reso-

nant dead woods, but its drumming has a depth and carrying power that lesser woodpeckers cannot achieve. 

 

WHY do Woodpeckers drum? The German woodpecker specialist, Heinz Slelman, says that it is not to find food (the investi-

gation of bark and tunnelled wood for prev is carried on much more silently) but to call or communicate with a mate, to get 

in touch with others of their own kind and to advertise the territory that the birds drum. He adds that they have regular 

drumming sites in suitable trees that he terms xylophones, though they will often drum on any branch or tree-trunk that 

happens to be handy and that the sound carries much further than their calls. 

 

On a still morning, the deep, quick throb of the Great Black Woodpecker's drumming is clearly audible from half a mile 

away and is quite distinctive in its sound and duration. The drumming is done by a rapid, sustained, spasmodic, up-and-

down movement of the head on the outstretched neck, not by quickly repeated individual blows of the beak on the wood -- 

the rapidly moving head and neck are seen blurred like a plucked violin string, and the resulting throb is long-drawn and 

vibrant and strangely exciting to human ears, and may be to those of woodpeckers, too. 

On an average, the drum-throb lasts for about two seconds and there are twenty beats within that time, so that each percus-

sion and interspace are about 1/20 of a second in duration. 

The bird has a variety of calls, over which there seems to have some confusion. The calls I have heard are a low, long whinny 

uttered in flight, and much louder cackles, somewhat varied, indulged in from a tree and occasionally also in flight. The 

flight call is pleasant and audible only from near. It is not one long call but broken up by the whirr-and-swing rhythm of the 

flight. The cackles are loud, grating and vary in duration. I quote the book I mentioned earlier in evidence of differences in 

description of the calls of this bird. "Mr. FW Bourdillon says it has loud and pleasant cry which it utters at intervals when 

climbing up the stem of some large tree and when passing from one tree to another it emit a loud chuckle. Mr. AP Kinloch 

calls it note a curious plaintive metallic clang and says that they posses a laugh only uttered in flight." 

 

However, the most vivid description I have heard of this woodpecker and its call came from my wife. One day in March, 

when I returned to the forest rest house from a long outing, my wife (who had stayed behind) told me of three extraordinary 

birds she had seen while I was away. She said they looked remarkably like the three witches in Macbeth, and, what was 
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more, she had distinctly heard them shouting, in derisive mockery, "All hail, Macbeth! Hail to thee, Thane of Glamis!" 

It had been a fiercely hot day, and for a moment I felt quite concerned for my poor wife, who had an attack of sunstroke as a 

child that had left her vulnerable to the heat. But questioning her gently, I realised that she had actually seen and heard 

some birds, and by skillful cross-examination I was able to identify them as Great Black Woodpeckers -- an identification 

that was confirmed when I showed her the bird later." 

- M. Krishnan 

This was published on 30 December 1962 in The Sunday Statesman      
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Wildlife Photography -  

 

 

Wolf by Subhash Shrivastava     

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rhinos in Manas by Samrat Sarkar    
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Wildlife Photography -  

 
Rhino at sunset by Hymakar Valluru     
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cuckoo  Shrike by Mrudul Godbole  
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Lesser Goldenback Woodpecker Female by Shyamala Kumar     

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Spotted Owl by by Vipin Sharma     
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Indian Black Lored Tit by Paramvir Singh         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Mighty Brahmaputra by Dr.Kalpamoi Kakati    
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Cat Snake (Boiga) by Prajwal Ullal      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Garden-lizard by Dheerendra Singh      

 

Wildlife Photography - 
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Castle-Rock-Night-Frog by Abhishek Jamalabad  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cricket by Prajwal Ullal       

 

Wildlife Photography - 
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Clouds over Thane Creek by Sabyasachi Patra 

 I look forward to your inputs and support in preserving the last tracts of wilderness and wildlife left in our 

beautiful country. For other interesting articles and images check - http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/    

To post in the IndiaWilds forums, you can register free of cost using your Full Name as user id at  -                

http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/register.php 

If you are already a member of IndiaWilds and have forgotten you user id and/or password you can 

mail  administrator@indiawilds.com 

 Regards, 

Sabyasachi Patra 

Profile: http://www.indiawilds.com/about.htm 
Contact: http://www.indiawilds.com/contact%20us.htm 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/IndiaWilds/132629240481 
Diary: http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/ 
Equipment reviews: http://www.indiawilds.com/diary/category/equipment/ 
Forums: http://www.indiawilds.com/forums/index.php 
Channel: http://www.youtube.com/indiawilds 
 

Publisher's address: - Plot No. 1, Akarpuri Colony,  
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